
Subject Awards   
 

Awarded to students, for their outstanding excellence in their Academic Studies in some subjects. 
 

YEAR 7 ART 
 Fawzi ROMEIHA For consistently managing work expectations and producing work of a high standard. 

Hope OLOAPU For consistently managing work expectations and producing work of a high standard 
Andrew CASSANDRO For demonstrating continual improvement in ability. 
Brendan DIY For demonstrating continual improvement in ability. 
Liliana BARTLETT For completing all of her work to an exceptionally high standard. 

Lisa SHARMA 
For always presenting work of an exceptionally high standard and challenging herself by going 
beyond the task requirements. 

YEAR 7 ENGLISH EAL 
 

Catrin ESHO 
For consistent engagement in class, timely submission of work to an excellent standard, and 
full participation in class activities. 

Elias TREKA Consistent demonstration of academic efforts during remote learning 
YEAR 7 ENGLISH 

 
Leanne SCHAUMKEL 

For dedication to completing classwork and assessments alike to a high quality, submitting all 
tasks and readily taking on teacher feedback to improve her work. 

Sio AFELE 
For consistently demonstrating a strong work ethic towards English by completing work and 
submitting it in a timely manner 

Stephen PISANI 
For engaging and participating in every English class and maintaining a high GPA throughout 
the year. 

Ethan CLARK 
For showing great determination in your studies and never giving up. Your resilience during 
remote learning is extraordinary. 

Maddison BERTHELOT 
For maintaining a great attitude towards learning, completing all tasks and being engaged in 
every lesson. 

Isaac TOLOULI 
Demonstrating ongoing dedication to his work, participation in class discussions and seeking 
regular feedback for self-improvement. 

Ola UILI 
For demonstrating ongoing dedication to their work, participation in class discussions and 
seeking regular feedback for self-improvement. 

Abbas HAIDER For achievement and excellence in English. 
Liliana BARTLETT For demonstrating consistent achievement in writing and GPA 

Lisa SHARMA 
For continuously striving to improve by showing great dedication to your learning, and for a 
seamless transition into the CEAP program. 

YEAR 7 FOOD TECH 
 Michael GENIGIORGIS Outstanding performance on completion of remote learning tasks 

Brendan TOMA For consistently completing all work and demonstrating amazing effort and work ethic 
Ola UILI For engagement in learning and completion of tasks during remote learning 
Lisa SHARMA For showing diligence in completing all work to a high standard during remote learning 
Sarina SHETTY For always completing all their work to a high standard during remote learning 
Kiara EIN-ALSHAIBA Always completing all their work to a high standard during remote learning. 

YEAR 7 HUMANITIES  
Kobe DEERING For dedication to learning by completing classwork and assessments alike. Their willingness to 

seek feedback and apply this feedback to improve their work. 
Noah EL MASRI For consistent active participation within the classroom and engagement with the content that 

is presented. 
Stephen PISANI For behaviour and academic excellence 
Ronalee SHAMOON For a high level of engagement and academic performance during Online Learning 
Jada PATELESIO For having a great attitude to learning, engaging in every lesson and completing all tasks 
Anthony SEKULOVSKI For engaging and participating in every English class as well as maintaining a high GPA 

throughout the year. 
Liliana BARTLETT For their active, insightful contributions in class and completing all their work to the highest 

standard. 



 
YEAR 7 ITALIAN  
Habib HABIB For their academic excellence and active participation in class during remote learning 
Stephen PISANI For behaviour and academic excellence 
Ethan BORDON Excellence in Italian through consistency in completion of classwork and enthusiasm for 

learning. 
Abbas HAIDER For achievement and excellence in Italian. 
Liliana BARTLETT For participation and outstanding academic performance 
Lisa SHARMA Excellence in acquiring the Italian language 

YEAR 7 INSTRUMENTAL 
 Amani EIN-ALSHAIBA Outstanding progress and commitment to Instrumental Music whilst completing all weekly 
set tasks to a high standard and overcoming the challenges of remote learning 

Andrew CASSANDRO Outstanding progress and commitment to Instrumental Music whilst completing all weekly 
set tasks to a high standard and overcoming the challenges of remote learning 

Kiara EIN-ALSHAIBA Outstanding progress and commitment to Instrumental Music whilst completing all weekly 
set tasks to a high standard and overcoming the challenges of remote learning 

Liliana BARTLETT Outstanding progress and commitment to Instrumental Music whilst completing all weekly 
set tasks to a high standard and overcoming the challenges of remote learning 

YEAR 7 MATH  
Kobe DEERING For demonstrating outstanding work ethic in Maths, as evidenced by completion of tasks, 

overall attitude to learning, and engagement in remote learning.  
Hayley RILEY For demonstrating an outstanding work ethic during Year 7 Maths 
Elias PITO For demonstrating outstanding work ethic in Maths, as evidenced by completion of tasks, 

overall attitude to learning, and engagement in remote learning.  
Maiyia VUE For consistent high achievement in assessment tasks, as well as ongoing active participation 

in class activities. 
Ethan CLARK For consistent motivation in Math Pathways and regular contribution to class 
Ethan BORDON For fantastic contribution to the Year 7 Maths class. 
Laurence JOSEPH For a high level of participation and work completion during remote learning, demonstrating 

willingness to share knowledge and help others, including supporting class discussions in a 
respective manner. 

Dhalizae LESA-SAUNOA Excellent working motivation in Maths Pathways, making regular contributions and 
completion of work to a high standard 

Alina YANG For excellent working motivation in Maths Pathways, making regular contributions and 
completion of work to a high standard 

Sida ISIMTEKIN Excellent working motivation in Maths Pathways, making regular contributions and 
completion of work to a high standard 

Lisa SHARMA Maintaining academic accountability with the work she completes, consistently being a 
friendly member of the class and always achieving strong results in Mathematics 

Brendan DIY Excellence in achievement for the subject 

YEAR 7 MUSIC  
Claire RYAN For being an enthusiastic and engaged learner with consistent work completion 
Natalia NONA For being an enthusiastic and engaged learner with consistent work completion 
Summer SIONETALI For being an enthusiastic and engaged learner with consistent work completion 

YEAR 7 PESH 
 Harley EDWARDS For achievement and excellence in PESH 

Tenayah-Grace AZZOPARDI For achievement and excellence in PESH 
Adi RANA For excellent levels of participation and achievement in Physical Education. 
Maddison BERTHELOT For actively contributing to class discussions, completing their work to a high standard 

and assisting other class members to achieve their best. 
Ola UILI For achievement and excellence in PESH 
Mitchell EVANS For achievement and excellence in PESH 
Amani EIN-ALSHAIBA For consistently striving to do their best, using their knowledge and expertise to help 

others in the class 
Kiara EIN-ALSHAIBA Constantly striving to do their best, using gained knowledge and expertise to assist others 

in the class 



 
YEAR 7 PERSONAL 
LEARNING 

 

Tenayah-Grace AZZOPARDI Excellence in achievement for the subject 
Ola UILI Excellence in achievement for the subject 
Shelby D'SILVA Excellence in achievement for the subject 

YEAR 7 SCIENCE  
Danella BUTRUS For demonstrating outstanding work ethic in Science, as evidenced by completion of 

tasks, overall attitude to learning, and engagement in remote learning.  
Leanne SCHAUMKEL For demonstrating outstanding work ethic in Science, as evidenced by completion of 

tasks, overall attitude to learning, and engagement in remote learning.  
Catrin ESHO For demonstrating outstanding work ethic in Science, as evidenced by completion of 

tasks, overall attitude to learning, and engagement in remote learning.  
Noah EL MASRI for demonstrating outstanding work ethic in Science, as evidenced by completion of 

tasks, overall attitude to learning, and engagement in remote learning.  
Brodie DIVER For participation, contribution to class and completion of all work to a high standard. 
Matt LEULUAI For always being an enthusiastic and engaged learner 
Fawzi ROMEIHA Excellent work in Science, always questioning their learning to build their knowledge and 

understanding of new information every lesson 
Meron AYSHOA For outstanding effort and work completion in Science 
Sarina SHETTY Excellence in achievement for the subject 

 
GPA Improvement Awards   
Awarded to students who have the most improvement in their GPA from  
February 2020 to June 2020.  
 
 
Jack BARBOURA 
Daniel BORRELLI 
Nathan GANEGODA 

 
Community Representative Award   
Students who consistently show the College Values in and around the school community.  
 
 

   
Jack BARBOURA During remote learning, Jack has demonstrated drive and engagement.  

Their participation in the Remote Learning Program has seen Jack gain the highest 
rate of growth in year 7 for his GPA. 

Maddison BERTHELOT In light of the restrictions enforced in restrictions to Corona virus, Madison began 
making a podcast where they interviewed their peers and friends about their 
thoughts and feelings of isolation/lockdown/remote learning and how they felt 
about the state government. 

 
Sport CHAMPION Awards   
Students who have won events at the College carnival days for Swimming & Athletics 
 

  
 

Aisosa EHIGIATOR Athletics 
Sude SIGMAZ Athletics 
Sarina SHETTY Swimming 

 
 
 



Principal Award   
 
Awarded to students, in each year level, for Excellence in their Academic Studies.   
Students who have achieved well above the expected level in all subject areas  
are recognised with this award.                          
 

Principal Award 
Liliana BARTLETT 
Andrew CASSANDRO 
Lisa SHARMA 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


